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Today is Pentecost! Today is the birthday of the church! On Pentecost
we share the story of what happened on a very strange day among a
very strange people.

As Christians we have spent a lot of time over the years considering
the story of Pentecost. This is one of the few days of the year where
churches that follow the Revised Common Lectionary return to the
same passage year after year. The first 21 verses of Acts 2 are read
every year on Pentecost. Even in non-liturgical churches, Acts 2 is a
favorite passage to return to time and time again, especially in
churches with holiness or pentecostal tendencies. As such, this is a
passage that many individuals are familiar with across the Christian
spectrum.

To be honest with everyone, this means that there is a lot of pressure
to preach something special on Pentecost. I have had years where I
read the passage time and time again with the intention of entering the
pulpit without a single page of notes in an invitation to the Holy Spirit.
Honestly, those sermons went over well. They were heartfelt sermons
that came from a familiarity with the text and a desire to encounter the
Holy Spirit. They went over far better than a random sermon on a
random passage from Leviticus. When the Holy Spirit is invoked and
involved in an intimate way from the beginning, there is a certain
amount of holy joy in the preaching which cannot be prepared in
advance.



This year I am not preaching a random sermon without a time limit: we
have people in this space who are just getting comfortable with the
idea of being in public again and we have people in their homes who
cannot be looked in the eye in an attempt to persuade their hearts and
minds. As such, I wanted to begin by asking a simple question.

What do you think the Romans thought of Pentecost? We see that
there are Jews from across the Roman Empire gathered in Jerusalem.
As you may remember, the history of the Jewish people had been
deeply affected by several empires who initially took Jewish people into
exile and also the moments when those homes away from home were
treated in a similar matter. By the time the events of our passage take
place there are Jewish people present from all over the world. While
the text appears to tell us in verse 5 that the Jewish people had
repatriated in Jerusalem from across the known world, many of these
individuals spoke Aramaic or even Greek as a second language. For
some of these Jewish folks, their families had lived in foreign
communities with a different language for generations.

We gather from our story that people from around the known world
hear the disciples sharing the Good News in their own native
languages, but what would the Romans Gentiles think of the events of
Pentecost? Would they have been shocked? Would they have been
confused? Would they have sneered with the people who seem to
believe that the disciples must have been drunk?

A powerful question which we can ask ourselves when reading the
Bible is how we might have experienced the events in the story if we
were in the story itself. We could easily spend our time asking
questions about how it might have felt for the Holy Spirit to come
rushing in the room with us or what it might have been like to be one of



the folk convinced by the sharing of the disciples, but I want to invite us
to spend some time with the people who are on the edges.

What would the Romans think of the followers of the strange religion
they found in Jerusalem and across the region? The Romans were a
proud people who had their own beliefs and thoughts about the world.
For many of the Romans, the supremacy of their armies over other
nations meant that their faith was superior, but here was something
strange. The odd believers who followed someone that everyone knew
had died at the hands of Roman soldiers are suddenly speaking. Not
only are they speaking, but they are speaking in a language that
everyone seems to understand. One would assume that they
themselves would have heard these strange Jews speaking in the
language of their homelands. Meanwhile, in the midst of all of this,
there are other Jews that are speaking of the disciples being drunk.

Are they drunk though? Put aside the mockery for a moment and ask
yourself the question in front of us: Since when was speaking a
different language fluently a side effect of alcohol? When was the last
time that happened in your experience? Have you ever read a credible
account of drunken fluency in a foreign language happening? I am
certain that there’s more to communication than words and alcohol
might lower one’s inhibitions to the point where you could perhaps get
something across in a really vague way, but to speak another language
fluently? There must be something more than intoxication going on.

Into this strange moment, one of the leaders of this band of odd people
begins to share. Ironically he does not say that being drunk would not
cause them to speak different languages. He says it is too early in the
day for that to happen. As an aside, we can probably assume this to be
one of the first Christian bad pastor jokes. If you are wondering where
ministers get a penchant for telling bad jokes, I will simply point to this



scripture. The Holy Spirit shows up and suddenly the newly
empowered preacher known as Peter has his bad sense of humor kick
in.

Back on track with our sermon, Peter does more than joke. Peter
shares ancient prophecies about how God would act in the last days.
Quoting the Prophet Joel, Peter shares some pretty amazing words.
Think about the words shared in Acts 2:17-18: (NRSV)

“ ‘In the last days it will be, God declares,
that I will pour out my Spirit upon all flesh,

and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy,
and your young men shall see visions,

and your old men shall dream dreams.
Even upon my slaves, both men and women,

in those days I will pour out my Spirit;
and they shall prophesy.”

Stop for a moment and think about what Peter shares and realize what
Joel was trying to say. Both Peter and Joel lived in fairly structured
cultures. The ancient Jewish and the Roman Empire of Peter’s day
had several things in common. The cultures were patriarchal,
dismissive of the less powerful, and informally if not formally structured
around a class system based upon who your ancestors were and how
economically prosperous you were in life.

Surely some of the people present in Jerusalem would have heard
something powerful in Peter’s recitation of Joel’s prophecy. People
heard these words after a lifetime of hearing that you weren’t as good
as a Roman, weren’t worthy because you were seen as property, were
little more than property because of your gender, or weren’t Jewish
enough because your parents lived in a place like Crete instead of the



Holy Land. The people hear the words of Joel promising that the Holy
Spirit would be poured out on people of every gender and every class.
The words of Joel speak of challenge and the end of things, but they
also speak of God working in the lives of people of every part of
society. Peter is preaching a radically inclusive vision of God.

Can you imagine what it must be like to look upon the Jewish people
around you on that strange day? Some are moved to faith and some
are moved to sneer. Some rejoice and join the newly born church and
others likely are beginning to enter into that same cycle of violent
behavior that contributed to Christ’s death and that will contribute to
more deaths in the future. It must have been strange to see all of these
things happen right in front of you.

I wonder if there might have been a longing in any soldiers on that day
long ago. Roman soldiers were nearly universally despised and drew
upon volunteer soldiers from families without property. When we see
soldiers gambling over the clothing of a beaten and bloody Christ, we
do not see an army full of individuals with massive quantities of wealth.
It is likely that the words of Joel would have tugged on their
heartstrings as well.

The disciples are speaking of a Christ who overcomes death to sit at
the right hand of God. The disciples are speaking of an act of love that
was centuries in the making. The disciples are speaking of a hope that
goes beyond death into eternal life. To be a Roman in that moment
must have been both bewildering and heartbreaking. To hear of the gift
of God given in the person of Christ must have been beautiful and
troubling as someone on the outside.



Let me ask you a rhetorical question that you can feel free to ponder at
length. Have you realized that we could ask the same questions
ourselves?

Consider the image of God’s actions prophesied by Joel and preached
by Peter. The word shared imagines a world where people find God’s
loving blessing regardless of what the world might say about them. Is
our world a world in which women and men are equally welcomed at
the table of God as people guided by the authoritative power of the
Holy Spirit? Do we live in a world where both the young and old are
involved in seeing the vision of God in the community? Do we live in a
world where people of every level of economic blessing are seen as
equally blessed by God? Do we live in the world described by God or
are there honestly still places where the words of Joel and Peter are
still aspirational? Doesn’t the world described seem almost like a
utopian dream still beyond our reach? Dare I say it, the work of God is
still being realized today.

What’s more, the Holy Spirit barges into a world and offers a view of
God’s love that transcends barriers of death and sorrow. In Christ,
there is life beyond what the seemingly powerful may do to us in this
world. In Christ, there is an exaltation of Christ and an invitation to
common people to join in that act of divine power. The Holy Spirit was
offered to the people in our reading who would believe. There was life
and inclusion on the day of Pentecost and there is life and there is
inclusion today.

Today, on this very day, there is a space and a place for you in God’s
family. Today, at this very hour, God’s love is available and forgiveness
is at hand. Today, at this very moment, we can choose to turn to God
and to ask for that Holy Spirit to fill our hearts.



God’s love has made a way and unlike those Romans long ago, we do
not need to look upon this moment with the sorrow of being left out. We
do not need to respond to this offer with derision or jealousy. We can
accept this love in our hearts today and God will let us in. These
ancient prophecies were not just fulfilled long ago on Pentecost: they
are available today. All we must do is ask.

In a moment we are going to pray. I invite you to pray with me for
God’s love to fill your heart and for the Holy Spirit to surround you and
fill you. For some, this may not be a new prayer. For others, this may
be a first. I invite you to join in the prayer with faith.

Let us pray...


